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NUMBER, COUNTING, MEASUREMENT. 

By GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED, M. A. (Princeton), Ph. D. (Johns Hopkins), Professor of Mathematics in the 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Counting is essentially prior to mneasuring, but also the primary number 
concept is essentially prior to counting and necessary to explain the meaning, 
cause and aim of counting. It is here miaintained that integral number had not 
a metric origin, nor was metric in its original purpose ; that integral number did 
not involve the idea of ratio, that in fact it was enormously simpler than 
that very delicate concept, ratio. Number is primarily a quality of an artificial 
individual. The stress laid1 upon it, the importance attached to this quality 
comes first from the advantage of being able to identify one of these artificial in- 
dividuals. By artificial is meant "of human make." The characteristic 
of these artificial individuals is that each, though made an individual, is con- 
{ eived as consisting of other individuals. 

The primitive function of number is to serve the purposes of identification. 
But again, counting, which consists in associating with each primitive individual 
in an artificial individual a distinct primitive individual in a familiar artificial 
individual, is thus itself essentially the identification, by a one-to-one correspon- 
dence, of an unfamiliar wvith a familiar thing. Thus primitive counting decides 
wvhich of the familiar groups of finigers is to have its numeric quality attached to 
the unfamiliar group counted. 

This primitive use of number in defining by identification is illustrated by 
an ordinary pack of playing cards, where the identification of King, Queen, and 
Knave is not more clearly qualitative and opposed to every mode of measuremertt 
than is the identification of ace, deuce, and tray ; and indeed that the King out- 
values the Knave has more to do with measurement than the fact that the ace 
outvalues the tray. 

Counting implies first a knowln series of groups, mental wholes each made 
up of distinct wholes ; secondly an unfamiliar mental whole ; thirdly the identi- 
fication of the unfamniliar group by its one-to-one correspondence with a familiar 
group of the known series. 

Absolutely no idea of a unit, of measurement, of Amoulit, of value or even 
of equality is necessarily involved or indeed ordinarily used. One counts when 
one wishes to find out whether the same group of horses has been driven back at 
night that were taken out in the morning ; where counting is a process of identi- 
ficatioin which it would seem intentionally humorous or comical to try to connect 
fuindameentally with any idea of a unit of reference or of some value to be ascer- 
tained, or of the setting off of a horse as a sample unit of value and theni equat- 
ing the total value to the number of such units. Such an argumentum in circulo 
may perhaps be funny, but it is neither fact nor mathematics. Mathematics af- 
terwards defines numerical equality by means of one-to-one correspondence, 
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which is absolutely distinct and away apart from the idea of ratio. We may say 
wvith perfect certaintv that there is no implicit presence of the ratio idea 
in primitive number. 

From the conitemyplation of the primitive individual in relation to the arti- 
ficial individual spring the related ideas "one" and "manly." An individual 
thought of in contrast to "a many" as not-many gives the idea of "a one." A 
many composed of "a one" and another "otne" is characterized as "two." 
A malny composed of "a one" and the special nmany "a two" is characterized as 
'-three." And so on ; at first absolutely without counting, in fact before the in- 
vention of that patent process of identification lnow called counting. For a con- 
siderable period of its early life every child uses a number system consisting of 
only three terms, one, tW1o, many, and no counting. As datum may be taken a 
psychical continuum, and distinctness may be found the outcome of a process of 
differentiation; but what may be spoken of as the physically originated primitive 
individuals, howvever complete in their distinctness, have no numeric suggestion 
or quality. The intuitive but creative apperception and synthesis of a manifold 
must precede its coniscious analysis which alonie gives number. It is only to 
conceptual unities that the numeric quality pertains. Such conceptual unities 
are of human nmake and in a sense are not in nature, while on the other hand, 
though the world we consciously perceive is out and out a mental phenomenon, 
yet the primitive individuals, distinct things, while forming part of the artificial 
unities, exist in another way, in that they are subsisting somehow in nature as 
well as in conscious perception. 

In refereInce to these fundamental matters somne strange blunders have 
been made of late by eminent philosophers and teachers, not mathematicians. 

The number-picture of a group is a selective photograph of the group, 
which takes or represents only one quality of the grotup, but takes that all at 
once. 

This picture process only applies primarily to those particular artificial 
wholes which may be called discrete aggregates. But the overwhelming import- 
ance of the number-picture, primarily as a means of identification, led, after cen- 
tnries of its use, to a human invention as clearly a device of man for himself as is 
the telephone. This was a device for makingf a primitive individual thinkable 
as a recognizable and recoverable art.ificial inidividual of the kind having numeric 
quality. This recondite device is mneasurement. Measurement is an artifice for 
making a primitive individual conceivable as an artificial individual of the group 
kind, and so having a number picture. The height of a horse, by use af the unit 
"a hand," is thinkable as a discrete aggregate and so has a number-picture iden- 
tifiable by conmparisoni with the standard set of pictures, that is by counting, as 
say 16. 

In Euclid's wonderftul Fifth Book a ratio is never a number. Newton, 
with the purpose of taking in the so-called surds or irrationals of arithmetic and 
algebra, assumed a ratio to be a number. Any continuity in his number-system 
comes then from the continuity in the magnitude ivhose ratio to a chosen unit for 
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that magnitude is taken. He never gave any arithmetical or algebraic proof of 
the continuity of any number-system. 

Austin, Texas. 

NEW AND OLD PROOFS OF THE PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. 

By BENJ. F. YANNEY, A. M., Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio, and JAMES A. CALDERHEAD, B. Sc., 
Curry University, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. 

[Continued from June-July Number.] 

II. PROOFS RESULTING FROM STRAIGHT-LINE PROPERTIES OF THE CIRCLE. 

XV. Let ABC be A right-angled at C. With 
either extremity, as B, of the hypotenuse, as a center, 
and with a radius equal to the hypoteniuse, describe a 
circle. Produce the legs of the A to chords. One of 
the chords, as DE, will be a diameter. 

Then AC. CL DC. CE, or- b2-z(c-a)(c+a). 

*c2--(2+b2. 

XVI. Let ABC be A right-angled at C. With 
either extremity, as B, of the Fig. 11. 
hypotenuse, as the center. and 
with a radius equal to the adjacent leg, describe a circle. 
Produce the hypotenuse to a secant. 

Then Y-P-2--AE.AD, or b2-(r-a)(c+a). 

_ _ I ' . . C2=~~~C a2 +b2 

NOTE.-This method Is given by Richardson In Runkle's Mathemati- 
cal Monthly, No. II, 1859; also by Hoffmann, and, in a slightly different 
form, by Wipper, the latter stating that the proof is found In "Huberti 

Fig. 12. Rudimenta Algebrae," Wurceb, 1792. It was known to the writers, how- 
ever, independently of these sources. 

XVII. Let ABC be'a A righit-angled at C. 
Case 1. Wheni the two lege are unequal. 
W-ith C as a center, and with the shorter leg, as 

BC, as a radius, describe a circle. Produce AC to a-sec- 
ant. Draw CL perpendicular to AR. 

Then ADAH-AKEAB, 

or (b-a)(b+a):-(e(c-2LB`). 

Substituting for LB any of its equivalents in Fig. 13. 
terms of the sides of the given A, and reducinig, we get, c-=a2?bl 
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